
Wildcare Inc. – Board of Management Meeting        

Minutes  
Friday, 9 August 2019    Board Room, Derwent Sailing Squadron, Marieville Esplanade, Sandy Bay  
Meeting opened at 10.30 am 

Directors Present: Ian Lundy (IL, Chair), Adrian Sullivan (AS, Deputy Chair, via phone), Glen Hayhurst (GH, Secretary and minute taker), Melanie Becker (MB), Gary Campbell 
(GC), Sam Cuff (SC), Rosemary Gales (RG), Stan Matuszek (SM), Joanne Naylor (JN), Erika Shankley (ES), Sally Simco (SAS) 

Others Present: Sharon Smith (SS, Wildcare CEO), Suzy Kidd (SK, Project Manager, Volunteer Management Project, DPIPWE, for item 3), Kim Willing (KW, Wildcare Member 
Services Coordinator) 

Apologies: Nil 

# Item Raised by Context/Explanation Motion/Outcome Required Action(s) 

1 Welcome  IL welcomed all attendees.   
2 Apologies  Nil.   
3 DPIPWE Volunteer 

Management 
Project 

SK SK provided an overview of the DPIPWE Volunteer 
Management Project. Some key points: 
 
• Project needs to ensure a consistent approach 

across DPIPWE and address existing gaps eg 
incidents, relationship issues, inconsistent 
management approach across volunteer groups (eg 
Wildcare, Fishcare, Landcare, OBP Program). 
 

• DPIPWE has 3500 volunteers across 130 community 
groups. 

 
• Volunteer Management System (VMS) phases: 1. 

Initiation, 2. Planning, 3. Induction, 4. Management, 
5. Evaluation. 

 
• Aim to facilitate improvement, not create barriers 

for volunteers; eliminate age discrimination; make 
child welfare a high priority. 
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# Item Raised by Context/Explanation Motion/Outcome Required Action(s) 

• Some current barriers for volunteers: registration 
process, not understanding volunteers are part of 
DPIPWE (rather than just PWS etc), working with 
vulnerable people. 

 
• From a Work Health and Safety (WHS) perspective 

DPIPWE is a Person Conducting a Business or 
Undertaking (PCBU), volunteers are “employees”.  

4 Minutes of 
previous meeting  

  
 
 

Minutes approved.  

5 Actions from 
previous meetings 

 Refer to the Actions from Previous Board Meeting 
16/5/2019 table below. 

  

6 Business arising 
from minutes 

 • Governance “Committee” operates as a “working 
group” – this is partly to reduce resourcing 
requirements (no need for formal meeting papers 
and minutes to be recorded etc) which WIldcare is 
not resourced for. It is fit for purpose given the tasks 
we are asking the group to work on.  

 
• The new small grants application form is still under 

development. 
 
• The Governance Working Group (GWG) will be 

reviewing the Constitution and will consider the 
points made by AS about recruitment of Board 
Members in item 24 during this process. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GWG: When reviewing the 
Constitution consider the 
points made by AS about 
recruitment of Board 
Members recorded under 
item 24 of the minutes of 
16/5/2019. 

7 Outstanding 
actions 

 Refer to the Outstanding Actions from Earlier Board 
Meetings table below. 

  

8 Financial report SS Key points: 
 
• Transfer of $40k from the Gift Fund to cover the 

small grants and website has been completed. 
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# Item Raised by Context/Explanation Motion/Outcome Required Action(s) 

• Overall, we are in the black but the Member 
subscriptions are below budget. 

 
• (p9) The South West Tracks (Wild Bushwalking 

Tracks) project has not been able to commence and 
the Frenchmans Cap Track project (World Heritage 
Wilderness) has only reached 50% expenditure for 
2019 – both due to the impact of the bushfires. 

 
• (p10) The increase in Gift Fund donations is due to a 

$61k donation from land developer Rob Lynch (who 
was required to make an environmental offset 
donation for a property subdivision). It was noted 
that this may be an avenue for further donations. 

 
• (p12) “Surplus/(deficit) $54,847” pertaining to the 

Gift Fund is the amount on the balance sheet that is 
no longer available in the Gift Fund (ie accounting 
information). 

 
• (p12) “Branch commitments” refers to the funds 

that have been allocated to specific Branches but 
are collectively being managed by the Bookkeeper. 
 

Required changes to report: 
 
1. (p9) “Barbara Duke Foundation” should be “Patricia 

Dukes Foundation”. 
 

2. (p11) Add the new budget changes corresponding to 
the $40k transfer from the Gift Fund (but leave the 
original figures in place). 

 
3. (p12) Change “GF commitments” to “Unallocated GF 

funds” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SS: Arrange for changes 1-3 
to be made by the time of 
the next financial report. 

9 Health and safety 
performance 

SS Key points: 
 
• We need some WHS performance measures. 
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# Item Raised by Context/Explanation Motion/Outcome Required Action(s) 

 
• We don’t receive WHS data from PWS. 

 
• We don’t have a WHS management system even 

though we are a PCBU (our office workers are 
employed by Wildcare, our volunteers work for 
DPIPWE or other landowner). This is a gap which 
needs to be addressed. 

 
• The Tasmanian Risk Management Fund (TRMF) 

covers volunteers working in PWS-managed land, 
work on other land requires Wildcare insurance. 

 
• Wildcare volunteers are not required to register 

on the Event Calendar to be covered by insurance 
for a Wildcare event. 
 

MB: Consider starting all meetings with a Safety 
Moment/Share – the sharing of the lessons learnt from 
a personal safety (or health) incident. 

 
 
 
MB: Provide SS with copies 
of relevant WHS risk 
management documents. By 
next Board meeting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SS: Include insurance 
guidelines in Zoom calls/ 
Branch Leader 
communications. 

10 Chair & Deputy 
Chair reports 

IL/AS Chair: 
Working with SS/PWS to discuss the partnership 
agreement. This is covered in subsequent items. 
 
Deputy Chair: 
 

1. Need to better define the role of Deputy Chair – 
could include reporting of Branch activities. 
 

2. Personal health is currently an issue, might need to 
hand over Deputy Chair responsibility to the Board. 

  

11 Actions taken 
under delegation 

SS Refer to Actions Taken Under Delegation. 
 
SS stated that for the “four to sign” approval process for 
new Branches she was asking elected Board Members 
who were not members of the Governance Working 
Group and who were likely to have a specific interest in 

  
 
SS: Place the “four to sign” 
small grants applications in a 
folder in the existing Google 
Drive. By next Board 
Meeting 
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# Item Raised by Context/Explanation Motion/Outcome Required Action(s) 

the new Branch to review the applications. This was to 
ensure that the overall work load would be shared. 
 
AS asked whether the Tamar Island Wetlands Group 
application for a grant for the 20th anniversary calendar 
met the assessment criteria for nature conservation? IL 
replied that this issue was considered prior to approval 
and that in his opinion it met the provision of 
information and education criterion for an 
environmental organisation’s principal purpose, with all 
proceeds of calendar sales to fund wetlands works. It 
would be expected that the ATO would agree that this 
would be appropriate use of Gift Fund money. RG also 
stated that the project would have a wide reach and 
provide excellent support of nature conservation 
values. This particular application was assessed as being 
particularly good as it was very complete and provided 
a detailed breakdown of costs. It could potentially be 
used as an exemplar. 

12 Strategic 
partnerships 
update 

SC Refer to Memo - PWS Update and Connection to 
Strategic Plan. 
 
SC described some of the recent changes to the 
Wildcare Board structure, particularly the removal of 
the Appointed Co-Chair role which had previously 
created some potential conflicts. The relationship 
between PWS and Wildcare has matured and there is 
now an opportunity for the development of a formal 
PWS-Wildcare partnership. 
 
An overview of the relevant section of the DPIPWE 
organisation chart was presented. 
 
There are various issues with the Wildcare membership 
payment transfer system eg people paying for a Two 
Year All Parks Pass often expected that their Wildcare 
membership would continue for the second year when 
that wasn’t the case. 
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# Item Raised by Context/Explanation Motion/Outcome Required Action(s) 

 
Likely attributes of  a PWS-Wildcare agreement:  
 
• Five year term, possibly commencing on 1 January, 

2020. 
 

• Performance measures established and reviewed. 
 
• Wildcare assisting with the management of the 

VMS. 
 
• Wildcare given $180k per year by PWS to deliver 

services agreed in the Partnership Agreement in lieu 
of current income via the sale of Annual/Two Year 
All Parks Passes. 

 
In the future, Wildcare membership will not occur via 
the Annual/Two Year All Parks Pass system, so our 
actual membership numbers will be expected to drop 
significantly (potentially by 90%). PWS might offer a gift 
to Wildcare Members who currently have extended 
(multiple year) memberships in recognition of their 
long-term support, given that they will lose their 
annual/two year pass discount.  
 
A PWS-Wildcare Branch agreement template that all 
Branches can use should be available from March 2020. 
This will allow sign off by a local PWS Staff Member and 
will serve as a “grant of authority” for the Branch to 
perform regular work in a Park. This is far simpler than 
granting approval for each piece of work. 

13 CEO’s report SS Refer to CEO Update - July 2019. 
 
Financial: Expect about $160k from membership fees in 
2019 – $20k below budget. Hence, the value in a formal 
partnership with PWS. 
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# Item Raised by Context/Explanation Motion/Outcome Required Action(s) 

2019 opportunities for improvement: relieve 
administration pressure, activate the Wildcare admin 
volunteer group as a formal branch, offer new 
membership options eg short term and family, develop 
range of shop sales offerings, continue to upgrade the 
website eg promotion of “volunteering opportunities”. 

14 Draft Delegations 
Policy 

SS Refer to Memo - Wildcare Delegations Policy, Draft 
Wildcare Delegations Policy - July 2019 & Draft Wildcare 
Delegations Schedule. 
 
MB asked whether we should have set limits for 
expenditure approvals eg <$500 would not require 
approval. SS replied that the Bookkeeper tended to 
group payments so this was not really an issue. 

The Delegations Policy was approved.  

15 Updated Risk 
Register 

SS Refer to Memo - Wildcare Risk Register Update & 
Wildcare Risk Register Updated 2 July 2019. 
 
GH: There are two cases (risks 6 & 10) where the 
“Effectiveness of existing controls” is “Needs 
improvement” and yet the “Current Risk Rating” is Low 
– is that intentional? 

The Wildcare Risk Register Updated 2 
July 2019 was approved. 

 

16 Revised Gift Fund 
Operating Rules 

SS Refer to Memo - Review of Gift Fund Operating 
Guidelines & Wildcare Gift Fund Operating Rules v1.a 
June 2019. 
 
Suggestions for changes to the Gift Fund Operating 
Rules: 
 
• 3.3.2 “Membership of the WILDCARE Gift Fund 

Committee must include at least three people 
deemed to be Responsible Persons, and at least half 
of the members must be deemed Responsible 
Persons.” Should all members be required to be 
“Responsible Persons”? (JN) (Note: an inconsistency 
has since been identified between the current 
statement in 3.3.2 and the requirements in the 
Register of Environmental Organisations—

The advice received from the ATO 
regarding the discretion of the Board 
in terms of the use of funds obtained 
from the Gift Fund for business 
purposes was noted. 
 
The Wildcare Gift Fund Operating 
Rules were approved subject to the 
recommended wording changes being 
made. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
SS: Modify the wording of 
clauses 3.3.2, 3.3.3, 7.1 and  
Gift Fund Process for 
Funding Submissions: 9 as 
per the suggestions, taking 
into account the relevant 
requirements in the Register 
of Environmental 
Organisations—Guidelines 
and Wildcare Constitution. 
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# Item Raised by Context/Explanation Motion/Outcome Required Action(s) 

Guidelines and Wildcare Constitution that needs 
addressing). 
 

• 3.3.3 “WILDCARE must submit Expressions of 
Interest on behalf of approved Committee members 
to the Department of Environment and Water 
Resources for assessment as Responsible Persons.” 
– add “Federal” ahead of the department name. (JN) 
(Note: the current name of the department is the 
Department of Environment and Energy). 

 
• 7.1 “The WILDCARE Gift Fund Committee must 

undertake its deliberations and make decisions”. 
The documented decisions should be presented to 
the Board. (MB) 

 
• Gift Fund Process for Funding Submissions: 8. 

(should be “9.”) “Acquittals are assessed by CEO and 
reported to Wildcare Board and Gift Fund 
Committee, as part of the bi-annual time-table.” 
Acquittals should be reported at the next Board 
meeting, rather than biannually. (AS) 

17 Revised Wildcare 
logo 

SS Refer to Memo - Refresh of Wildcare Logo & Wildcare 
Logo Refresh - Concept. 

Following a vote, the New Logo 
Concept 1.1 was accepted for 
adoption. 

 

18 Branch health 
checks status 
report 

SS Refer to Branch Status Audit which was distributed for 
reference only. 

  

19 Public Officer 
recommendation 

IL/SS Refer to Memo - Public Officer Recommendation. 
 

The following recommendations were 
accepted: 
 
• The CEO be appointed as the 

Public Officer for Wildcare 
 
• The required authorities be 

advised of the change of Public 
Officer, in accordance with 
required time-frames. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
SS: Advise the Office of 
Consumer Affairs and Fair 
Trading of the change of 
Public Officer by 23/8/19. 
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# Item Raised by Context/Explanation Motion/Outcome Required Action(s) 

20 Board calendar 
review 

SC The next BoM meeting will be on Friday, 15 November 
at the Prospect Government Offices, Launceston. The 
key activity will be risk review. 

  

21 Other items of 
business 

 RG: We should send a card to AS wishing him the best in 
coping with his health challenges. 
 
GH: SS is to be commended for the quality of the 
excellent monthly CEO updates to the Board. 
 
GH: is the Wildcare Wild and Open Space gathering 
scheduled for 19 October still progressing (it isn’t yet on 
the Event Calendar)?  
SS: Yes, more information will be available shortly. 
 
GC: What is the next stage in the process following 
today’s strategic planning session? 
SS: We will document the “arenas of excellence” and 
bring that back to the Board as a draft plan. The budget 
can then be developed from this. 
 
GC: Will fundraising be incorporated in the budget? 
SS: We can include corporate fundraising (but not 
Branch fundraising) in the budget. 
 
ES: When will we start using the new logo? 
SS: The use of the new logo, including guidelines will be 
communicated to Branches. Due to the similarity to the 
old logo there will be no need to replace materials that 
use the old logo. 

 GH: Send a card to AS by 
16/8/19. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SS: Develop a draft strategic 
plan incorporating the 
“arenas of excellence” by 
the next Board meeting. 

22 Strategic planning 
2019 

KW KW facilitated a strategic planning workshop (actually 
scheduled after item 13) that resulted in a series of 
“arenas of excellence” that will become the starting 
point for a strategic plan for 2020. 

  

23 Board and CEO 
performance 
reviews 

 ICDA – Assessing Board & CEO Performance is a useful 
reference that Board members might like to review 
prior to the Board and CEO reviews that are scheduled 
for later in the year. 
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Meeting closed at 4.22 pm 

 
Actions from Previous Board Meeting 16/5/2019 

Item 
# 

Action Person(s) 
Responsible 

Status 

6 Distribute the link to the Register of Interests with the minutes of meeting 16/5/19. GH Complete 
7 Arrange for a YTD Actual <Previous Year> column to be added to the Corporate table in future reports. SS Complete 
8 Add health and safety performance as a standing item to all future BoM meeting agendas. GH Complete 
13 Develop policy guidelines for the transfer of money from the Gift Fund for business purposes for 

consideration by the Board by the next Board meeting. 
SS Complete - now recommended that 

this not be done – agenda item 16 
above 

13 Review and modify the Wildcare Gift Fund Operating Procedures by the next Board meeting. Governance 
Working 
Group 

Complete – agenda item 16 above 

15 Develop a Delegations Policy for review by the Board. This should include the four person sign-off 
process for approval to establish a new branch. By the next Board meeting. 

SS Complete – agenda item 14 above 

15 Produce a summary of the Branch health checks showing the relative activity of the Branches. By the 
next Board meeting. 

SS Complete – agenda item 18 above 

16 Recommend which role should be the Public Officer by next Board meeting. IL/SS Complete – agenda item 19 above 
19 Provide any further feedback about the Small Grants Application form to Sharon Smith by 14/6/2019. All Board 

Members 
Complete 

 

Outstanding Actions from Earlier Board Meetings 
Meeting 
Date 

Item 
# 

Action Person(s) 
Responsible 

Status 

14/2/19 14 With consideration of Wildcare’s objectives, develop a 
proposal for which bank Wildcare should use in future. By 
next Board meeting. 

SS Complete – agenda item 13 above 

14/2/19 17 Develop an internal grant policy statement and application 
form for approval out-of-session for use prior to the next 
Board Meeting. 

SS/SC In progress – agenda item 13 above 

8/11/18 16 Add potential conflicts of interests to the Wildcare Register of 
Interests by the next Board meeting. 

All Board 
Members 

Complete 
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Meeting 
Date 

Item 
# 

Action Person(s) 
Responsible 

Status 

9/8/18 13 Place Fundraising Task Force on next Board meeting agenda 
for further discussion. 

GH Awaiting completion of systems, people, and governance 
developments before concentrating on revenue raising – being 
managed by CEO. 

9/8/18 13 Raise the issue of fundraising at meeting with GM PWS. By 
next Board meeting. Action transferred to CEO from Peter 
Williams & Sam Cuff. 

SS In progress.  Funding is implicit in the Partnership Agreement being 
discussed with PWS. 

31/5/18 18 In conjunction with each of the Board office bearers and a 
representative of the members in a common role 
develop/review the role responsibilities documents to 
produce a consistent and complementary set. By November 
Board meeting (8/11/18). 

SS In progress – agenda item 14 above 
 
Chair and Deputy Chair roles have been defined following 
Constitution Changes in March 2019. 

31/5/18 20 Provide a proposal about the appropriate use of photos by 
9/8/18. 

SS In progress.  
This item is planned for the next Branch leaders’ information set: 
(email communication and June 13 2019 Zoom call). 

31/5/18 24 With assistance of interested people (eg Kim Willing & Glen 
Hayhurst) review and revise the Presidents’ Handbook and 
recommend an education program to address the 
requirements for Branch officer bearers. By November Board 
meeting (8/11/18). 

SS Handbook has been reviewed and an updated version (V6) has been 
uploaded incorporating changes from Kim, Sharon and Glen. 
 
An education program for Branch office bearers is being rolled out in 
2019.  This involves email and Zoom call discussions. 

31/5/18 26 Transfer strategic planning workshop follow up item to 
agenda of next meeting. 

GH Complete – agenda item 22 above 
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